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Chapter 1 : Travel Book Review: The Pilgrimage by Paulo Coelho - The Wayfaring Voyager
The Pilgrimage is the story of Paulo Coelho's journey on The Road to Santiago. During his journey he discovers the
secrets of wisdom, love, and God who resides in all of us. It's very interesting and even entertaining to read.

June 13, Off By admin Early Life: A son of an engineer and a housewife. He attended Jesuit school and was
raised by devout Catholic parents. He determined early on that he wanted to be a writer but was discouraged
by his parents, who saw no future in that profession in Brazil. And then love can be very destructive. He
became involved with a theater group as an actor and director and worked as a journalist, founding a magazine
called Because of his progressive activities, Coelho was kidnapped and tortured by a Brazilian paramilitary
group in He was jailed three times for his political activism and subjected to torture in prison. Afterwards,
retreating into conventionality, he worked as a music-industry executive. Coelho did so in Coelho walked
more than miles along the Road to Santiago de Compostela. The walk and the spiritual awakening he
experienced en route inspired him to write The Pilgrimage, an autobiographical account of the trek, in his
native Portuguese. He quit his other jobs and devoted himself full-time to the craft of writing. Diary of Magus,
about extraordinary events that happen to ordinary people. The following year The Alchemist was published.
The novel sold only nine hundred copies initially and was not reprinted. Indeed, The Alchemist became the
best-selling Brazilian book ever and then an international best-seller â€” one of the best-selling books in
history, ultimately. Paulo Coelho has written and published more than twenty-five books in all, including
collections of essays and newspaper columns, though most are novels. The book attracted little attention at
first, until a French-language translation suddenly leapt onto bestseller lists in France in the early s. New
translations followed, and soon The Alchemist became a worldwide phenomenon. Since the publication of
The Alchemist, Coelho has produced a new book at a rate of about one every two years. In a somewhat
unusual scheduling ritual, he allows himself to begin the writing process for a new book only after he has
found a white feather in the January of an odd year. As odd as that may sound, it seems to be working. His 26
books have sold more than 65 million copies in at least 59 languages. His critics dismiss his writing as New
Age drivel, promoting a vague spirituality devoid of rigor. Together the couple spends half the year in Rio de
Janeiro and the other half in a country house in the Pyrenees Mountains of France. In , Coelho founded the
Paulo Coelho Institute, which provides support to children and the elderly.
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The Pilgrimage (Portuguese: O DiÃ¡rio de Um Mago, "Diary of a Mage") is a novel by Brazilian novelist Paulo
www.nxgvision.com is a recollection of Paulo's experiences as he made his way across northern Spain on a pilgrimage
to Santiago de Compostela.

Paulo is a thirty-eight year old, intelligent man who feels he has successfully completed his training to become
a Master in an ancient and mysterious religious tradition. Paulo has survived many trials and learned many
lessons in order to reach the point of being awarded a new sword: However, Paulo has failed to learn one final
and very important lesson: As a result of not understanding this lesson, Paulo must undertake one final
journey. If he does not succeed, he will not receive his sword and the title of Master. The route is one that has
been followed by pilgrims for centuries. San Tiago was an evangelist, who spread the word of Christ
following the crucifixion. The other two are to Rome and Jerusalem. Along his journey Paulo is guided by a
man named Petrus. Petrus has achieved the title of Master and is now called upon to lead other prospective
masters during their pilgrimages. Petrus teaches Paulo eleven different RAM exercises meant to enhance his
search for the sword. The exercises include methods for reaching relaxation; for calling upon a messenger for
help; for facing death; for discerning the correct solution to a problem, and for increasing the amount of love
one has for the world. The exercises are taught in a specific order along the Road to Santiago and progress
according to the trials Paulo faces. During his quest Paulo meets many interesting people, who both help and
hinder his efforts. Legion, a gypsy, and a couple of small boys try to divert Paulo from reaching his goal.
Astrain functions in both capacities. He is helpful in some instances, but in times of great need, Astrain offers
bad counsel. Paulo must walk the entire seven hundred kilometers. He cannot take any short-cuts, or he will
risk being denied the acquisition of his sword for the final time. Besides walking the entire road Paulo must
climb up a fifty-foot waterfall, battle a demonic dog, and raise a fallen wooden cross. In the midst of these
physical tests Paulo must learn to search his spirit for the wisdom to understand the truth behind his sword. He
is searching for enlightenment in order to complete his Master training and obtain his sword. Paulo seeks to
free himself from the confines of reality, to find the purpose of his sword, and learn how to integrate the RAM
practices to his advantage. This section contains words approx.
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The Pilgrimage is a novel by Brazilian novelist Paulo Coelho. It is a recollection of Paulo's experiences as he made his
way across northern Spain on a pilgrimage to Santiago de Compostela. The novel serves as part adventure story, part
guide to self-discovery.

Biographical details[ edit ] Paulo Coelho was born in Brazil and attended a Jesuit school. As a teenager,
Coelho wanted to become a writer. Upon telling his mother this, she responded, "My dear, your father is an
engineer. Do you actually know what it means to be a writer? They did not do that to destroy me, they did that
to save me. One year later, he dropped out and lived life as a hippie , traveling through South America, North
Africa, Mexico, and Europe and started using drugs in the s. Composing with Raul led to Coelho being
associated with magic and occultism, due to the content of some songs. Together they had previously spent
half the year in Rio de Janeiro and the other half in a country house in the Pyrenees Mountains of France, but
now the pair reside permanently in Geneva , Switzerland. I was doing something that gave me food and water
â€” to use the metaphor in The Alchemist , I was working, I had a person whom I loved, I had money, but I
was not fulfilling my dream. My dream was, and still is, to be a writer. In , he founded the Paulo Coelho
Institute, which provides support to children and the elderly. He discussed his relationship with readers
through social media platforms with The Wall Street Journal in August The following year, Coelho wrote The
Alchemist and published it through a small Brazilian publishing house who made an initial print run of copies
and decided not to reprint. HarperCollins decided to publish the book in Later it became an international
bestseller. Three of them â€” The Pilgrimage, Hippie, The Valkyries and Aleph â€” are autobiographical,
while the majority of the rest are broadly fictional. His work has been published in more than countries and
translated into eighty languages. Together, his books have sold in the hundreds of millions. Though he was
raised in a Catholic family, and describes himself as of that faith even now, his stance has been described as
incompatible with the Catholic faith, because of its New Age , pantheist and relativist contents. De Macedo
told Screen:
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The Pilgrimage is the first book by Brazilian author, Paulo Coelho, and translated into English by Alan Clarke. As a
devotee of the Tradition, at 38 years old, Paulo makes the mistake, at the ceremony of his ordination as a Master of the
Order of RAM, of assuming he is worthy of the sword, and then learns that he will have to travel the Road to Santiago de
Castelin (aka the Jacobean route, the.

April 24, This is very simple story of the pilgrimage that Paulo took in It is his own story, but it sounds like a
fictional tale because of the way he has written it. Paulo is a spiritual person; he follows some tradition in his
religion. With his master, when he tried to obtain a sword it is something to do with spirituality , during the
ordination he failed. So, he cannot be a master according to RAM. Only the people who have procured the
sword can be masters. Why did he fail? Thus, his master says him to take the pilgrimage, where he is required
to travel kilometer through The Pyrenees Mountains. The journey starts from a small city in France to
Santiago de Compostela, Spain. Other than Rome and Jerusalem, this is the third and famous place for
pilgrims. He starts journey with a mysterious guide Petrus. The purpose of the journey is to find that sword
which will make him simple and effective in life, all the more. The journey is tough, physically, mentally, and
spiritually. As they advance, various factors come into their lives, they pass through hamlets, towns, and each
of the places has a story to tell to pilgrims. This route is taken by pilgrims for over thousand years now. Petrus,
from time to time, teaches him various exercises in order to bring out the extraordinary from the ordinary
ones. Evil and angelic both kind of forces they encounter en route, through animals like dog and lamb, and
persons like saint, waiter, gypsy and a gang of boys and women. Initially Paulo thinks that the journey is futile
and why the road to leading simple life is made so tough. He thinks of quitting, but every time some or other
message that he gets, keeps him going. The most terrible incident is the fight with a dog called legion. That
event marks the consequences of fear in human lives. Though he manages to win the fight, but he gets
wounded badly. Well, the sword is a reward, but what is to do with that reward, is the main message of the
pilgrimage. Also, he has to keep the good fight in life. The book is more suitable to spiritual persons and of
course a treat for those who have taken pilgrimage at some point of life. Other than Paulo as a pilgrim, the
characterization of Petrus is not only strengthening but also intriguing to the readers. A very less has been
talked about his past and just before the end of the pilgrimage, the guide bids farewell to Paulo and after that
Paulo himself continues the journey and succeeds in finding the sword.
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Paulo Coelho The Pilgrimage 5/13/05 PM Page 2. With the point of his sword, he lightly cut my fore-head. From then on,
I was no longer required to remain.

He presents his tale as a true story and I believe it is true that Mr. Coelho walked the Camino but it contains
some strong esoteric i. Coelho tells the story of his pilgrimage within a framework tale of trying to attain to a
higher level of rank within an esoteric society he calls simply, "The Tradition" in his words: Attaining this
new level would be noted with the awarding to him of a sword. When he fails the final test, he is ordered by
his fraternity master to perform a "redo" of the final test penance? His name is, Petrus a pseudonym says Mr.
Coelho , and he provides instruction to Mr. Coelho along the way in the form of eleven exercises that are
recorded in the book such that the reader can try them as well. Coelho uses the same, very readable prose to
effectively convey the wisdom and inspiration he experienced, as he used in his latter book, The Alchemist.
The big differences are the "true story" baseline of this book and a slightly more martial tone. The latter is
seen in the sword as a symbol of his desired rank and as a goal of this pilgrimage. He also refers to the idea of
living life effectively as "fighting the good fight," where in The Alchemist he presented the same concept as
"finding your personal legend. Like The Alchemist, The Pilgrimage is full of quotable passages. Coelho has a
knack for this and it tells me that he is a genuine seeker who has apparently had some major insights in his
life. His gift is being able to share them with the world through his writing. While I think he does a better job
of that in The Alchemist, there are some passages in The Pilgrimage that are golden. Among the greatest
sensations that I have experienced in my life were those I felt on that unforgettable first night on the Road to
Santiago. It was cold, despite its being summer, but I could still taste the warmth of the wine that Petrus had
brought. I looked up at the sky; the Milky Way spread across it, reflecting the immensity of the Road we
would have to travel. This immensity made me very anxious; it created a terrible fear that I would not be able
to succeedâ€” that I was too small for this task. The rest of the book is the account of Mr. Coelho learning to
measure up, and for that, it is inspiring. Along the way, he converses with angels and demons, fights with a
demon-possessed dog, and engages in an ancient Templar rite in a set of ruins in the dead of night. The
universe is big and I think we generally are far from understanding who we are and where we are. It is
probably the spiritual nature of the Santiago Road that prompts such tellings from its pilgrims.
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The Pilgrimage holds an important place in Paulo Coelho's literary canon. His first book, it not only paved the way for his
phenomenal novel The Alchemist, but it also fully expresses his humanist philosophy and the depth of his unique search
for meaning.

He is one of the most widely read authors in the world, with over million copies of his books sold. He also has
more than 39 million followers across Twitter and Facebook and rarely gives traditional media interviews.
Today, we meet the man behind the writings. Every morning, I find myself a different person. It is the risks
that we take every single moment of a single day. His early dream to be a writer was discouraged by the strict
Jesuits who schooled him and by his parents, who institutionalized their introverted son. He followed their
dream for a time and went to law school, then became a songwriter and hippie in the era of hippies. Walking
the ancient road to Santiago de Compostela in brought Paulo Coelho to a literary and spiritual turning point. I
spoke with him in How would you think about that? I was forced to pray. I was in a Jesuit school. But at the
end of the day, the Jesuits â€” they taught me something very important. That it is discipline. And then, by
discipline, of course, I went through a period that I denied everything that I learned because for the reasons
that I told you. But then when I returned, and I was already 40 years old â€” because, after my pilgrimage to
Santiago de Compostela, then it was fantastic because it was a choice, not something that was imposed to me.
Because for a period, for example, when I was a drop-out, and I left everything behind â€” I left my family. I
left my school. I left the dreams of my parents behind because they wanted me to be an engineer. And then, of
course, I went â€” I was fascinated by a different spirituality like the hippies were. So I became a little bit of
everything. So then, of course, I returned to Christianity after the pilgrimage to Santiago de Compostela. So
Christianity was your mother tongue, your homeland. You came back home because of this pilgrimage. And I
want to talk to you about you discovering the experience of pilgrimage, the meaning of pilgrimage as a
modern person. You walked the road of Santiago de Compostela, miles. Had you even known about that
pilgrimage? But was that something you also just discovered existed in the world? I did not know about this
pilgrimage until the day that I was, so to say, invited to do this pilgrimage by a person that I call my master. In
, I went to Spain. But I was not very convinced. I did not know that by then. So I did the pilgrimage. At the
very beginning, I was longing for the thing to end.
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I read The Pilgrimage by Paulo Coelho soon after completing my own km pilgrimage from St Jean Pied de Port in
France to Santiago in the north-west of Spain. Readers who are looking for a factual, chronological, "travel book" of the
Camino de Santiago de Compostela will be disappointed.

See yourself through a detailed intuitive energetic analysis. I achieved my goals with intuition and so can you.
Here are just a few of the ways that intuition has enriched my life over the years and continues as a valued
resource every day. Health Seeing my body intuitively gave me what I needed to heal from what experts
deemed incurable. Business Dealings Intuition was key to strategies that allowed me step back from the
business world at an early age. Client Consultations People from all walks of life and from the world over
consult me for my intuitive insights and guidance. Spiritual Practice The symbolic sight fostered by intuition
keeps me spiritually centred, grounded, de-stressed and motivated. Personal Support On a daily basis, intuition
allows me to make decisions and formulate plans that enhance my life. What people are saying about my
services Alan Bridges is that rare breed of psychic whose reading will change your life. His reading for me
remains with me to this day; his integrity and astounding insight have made me a fan. I was blown away by his
uncanny accuracy into my situation. Furthermore, I acted upon the advice offered and the outcomes so far
have been fantastic. He has given me the strength and courage to face my situation head on. I need a
pocket-sized Alan to have with me at all times! JD A reading from Alan becomes a pure Gift to the soul who
receives. He accurately delivers a masterful tune-in, a tapestry of Intuition, which assists the seeker with
Truth-filled Guidance. I remain most grateful for his channellings, which proved invaluable and life-changing
during a major transition. With rejoicing heart, I recommend him with utmost regard. Wow - what a lot of
information! It will take me some time to digest this properly but on first reading it this evening I am
absolutely amazed at how you have hit the nail on the head about so many things. It is a strange feeling to
realise that someone whom you have never met seems to know and understand you at a very deep level - and
your own caring compassion, sincerity and gentleness shines out from the report which makes it very special
indeed; it is like being touched by an angel
Chapter 8 : The Pilgrimage - Wikipedia
The Pilgrimage paved the way to Paulo Coehlo's international best-selling novel The Alchemist. In many ways, these
two volumes are companions - to truly comprehend one, you must read the other. In many ways, these two volumes are
companions - to truly comprehend one, you must read the other.

Chapter 9 : My Review: The Pilgrimage (by Paulo Coelho) - Ray Foy's Literary Journey
A compelling tale that delivers a powerful brew of magic and insight, The Pilgrimage recounts the amazing trials of Paulo
Coelho and his mysterious mentor, Petrus, as they journey across Spain in search of a miraculous sword -- on a
legendary road travelled by pilgrims of San Tiago since the Middle Ages.
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